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almost everyone shopping for a new car, and an unrivaled number of active-safety features, the
Nissan Versa is a competent and appealing subcompact sedan. It also boasts comfortable seats
and a tranquil ride that help make daily commutes a pleasant experience. While the little Nissan
isn't exactly entertaining to drive or zippy, it is very fuel efficientâ€”especially on the highway.
Still, the Versa has the attractiveness and refinement to deserve consideration alongside
classmates such as the Hyundai Accent. The top-of-the-line Versa SR is the one to get. Sure, it's
the most expensive version, but we think it's worth it for all the enticing standard equipment it
provides. Both the SR and the slightly less expensive SV come with an automatic transmission,
and their infotainment systems feature Apple CarPlay and Android Auto compatibility. However,
only the SR gets inch rims, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, LED headlights, passive entry,
and remote start. We'd also add the Convenience package for its adaptive cruise control and
heated front seats. Every Versa is motivated by a hp four-cylinder engine that powers the front
wheels. A five-speed manual is the default transmission on base models, but a continuously
variable automatic transmission CVT can be had on the S, too. The latter comes standard on the
higher SV and SR trim levels. While the Versa feels slow when pulling away from stoplights and
during highway-passing situations, its CVT helps prevent coarse noises by mimicking actual
gearchanges. The Versa we drove had a smooth ride that isolated road imperfections. It also
was much better to drive than the version it replaces, providing accurate steering feel and
consistent brake-pedal feedback. The entry-level Versa with the manual has significantly worse
figures, with an estimated 27 mpg city and 35 highway. We tested an automatic-equipped Versa
on our mph highway fuel-economy route, which is part of our extensive testing regimen , where
it earned 40 mpg. The Versa's interior no longer looks and feels like a children's play area. It
uses nice materials throughout and has soft-touch surfaces on the doors and dashboard. While
Nissan doesn't offer power-adjustable seats and leather upholstery here, the fanciest model can
be had with heated front seats as well as a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob. The
mid-level SV model unlocks some desirable standard features, such as a driver's-seat-mounted
armrest and a digital screen in the gauge cluster, while the top-tier Versa SR brings automatic
climate control, passive hands-free entry, remote start, and more. The back seat can
comfortably fit two adults but has less legroom than the older Versa. The sedan has useful
cubbies on its center console, and we managed to fit six carry-on suitcases in its trunk; 17 total
with the back seat folded. The Versa features a standard 7. During our evaluation period, we
found that the CarPlay interface responded better to our inputs than the car's normal menus
did. Every Versa has three USB ports and voice-command capability, but anyone who wants the
ability to listen to SiriusXM satellite radio will have to look higher than the base model. The
Nissan sedan comes with a lot of standard driver-assistance technology , including automatic
high-beams and lane-departure warning. While rivals such as the Accent and the Kia Rio sedan
offer automated emergency braking, the Nissan's roster of safety equipment outshines them.
Key safety features include:. While Nissan's limited and powertrain warranties fall short of the
lengthy coverage that Hyundai and Kia provide, its protection plans are comparable with most
other rivals. The Versa also doesn't come with complimentary maintenance. More Features and
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have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
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